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Unified Hypothesis for the Origin of

Aplastic Anemia and Periodic Hematopoiesis

By Michael C. Mackey

The clinical and laboratory data related
to periodic hematopoiesis (PH) are briefly

reviewed, and it is concluded that the

dynamics of PH probably originate in the

hematopoietic pluripotential stem cell

(PPSC) population. A model for the PPSC
population is developed and analyzed.

Based on the model, the simplest hypoth-

esis for the origin of aplastic anemia (AA)

and PH is that they are both due to the ir-

reversible loss of proliferative stem cells.

In addition to offering estimates for nor-

mal PPSC parameters in man and dogs,

the model offers an explanation for the

rarity of PH and its observed dynamics.
The hypothesis predicts that for subjects

without proliferative PPSC loss and with a

normal differentiation flux M* out of the

PPSc, the effect of cell loss from prolifera-

tion will be hypocellularity and pancyto-

penia. However, in both man and dogs
withanM* significantly less than normal,
loss of proliferating PPSC at a low rate
gives mild pancytopenia, loss at a higher

rate gives PH, and at an even higher rate

severe pancytopenia appears. The thresh-
old M � for the appearance of PH in man

is predicted to be about 3.7 x iO� cells/

kg/day at a minimal period of 17 days.

For mongrel dogs, the M* at which PH

ensues is 6.6 x iO� cells/kg/day and the

period is about 9 days. Finally, the hypoth-
esis predicts that the PPSC in subjects with

AA and PH will have an increased pro-
liferating fraction, and that stem cells

should display an increased doubling time

during periods of exponential growth.

C YCLIC NEUTROPENIA (CN) is a disease characterized by an oscilla-

tion in circulating neutrophil numbers from normal to low values. In man

the majority of cases display a period in the range of 17 to 28 days.’ “ All grey

collies have this disorder, apparently differing from human CN only in that the

period is I I 12 days.5 � In CN in both man’2 and the grey collie6-7 a concomi-

tant oscillation of all of’ the formed elements of the blood is observed. These

elements oscillate with the same period as the neutrophils, but with phase lags

or leads consistent with the known differences in maturation tinies for each of

the cell types.’ Thus this disorder is more appropriately termed periodic hema-

topoiesis2 (PH) or cyclic hematopoiesis7 (CH).

The granulocyte turnover rate (GTR) in grey collies ranges from normal to

low values, and the neutrophil half-life is normal.6 A similar observation has

been made in humans with CN,t9 implying the existence of a marrow produc-

tion defect. In line with this possibility, it has been noted that in the collie nor-

mal hematopoiesis results when normal bone marrow is transplanted into an

irradiated grey collie)0 Conversely, the transplantation of marrow from grey

collies with PH into irradiated normal collies is marked by the onset of PH in
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the recipients.U Both of these results have been confirmed,’2 and they demon-

strate that a component of the marrow, probably the pluripotential stem cell

(PPSC), is the primary location of the defect responsible for the peculiar dy-

namics of periodic hematopoiesis.

Cyclic neutropenia has received some attention from theoreticians’3”4 who

have examined the potential involvement of a long-range (circulating to stem

cell) humoral control mechanism in the genesis of the disorder. It is known that

colony-stimulating factor (CSF) and serum erythropoietin (ESF) levels in grey

collies and humans with CN oscillate with a period identical to the circulating

cellular period.iS�i6i9 However, it is also known that CSF and ESF are not regu-

lators ofthe PPSC population.i7it Thus a significant involvement of peripheral

to stem cell humoral feedback mechanisms in periodic hematopoiesis is un-

likely.

The available clinical and laboratory data seem most consistent with the view

that periodic hematopoiesis is due to a short-range defect at the pluripotential

stem cell level, manifested by a periodic failure of the production of all formed

elements ofthe blood.2,7,�,2o

Aplastic anemia (AA), by definition, is characterized by a mild to severe

pancytopenia and hypocellular bone marrow.2’ It is frequently observed as a

result of chemotherapy and radiotherapy. It has been argued that the primary

locus of the defect in aplastic anemia is resident in the PPSC population, and

that the defect may be either transient or permanent.22

In this paper the analysis of a model for the control of stem cell production

is presented. Based on the analysis, it is demonstrated that a sufficient explana-

tion for the origin of aplastic anemia and periodic hematopoiesis is the exis-

tence of irreversible cell loss from the proliferating phase of the cell cycle.

THE MODEL

A schematic representation of the pluripotential stem cell model is shown in

Fig. 1. The equations describing the model, with heuristic arguments for their

structure, and a list of symbols used are given in Appendix 1.

Stem cells are classified as proliferating-phase (population P, cells/kg) or

resting-phase (G0) cells (population N, cells/kg))7’23’24 The distinction between

the proliferating and resting states is as follows: Cells travel through prolifera-

tion as if in a pipeline to undergo mitosis at a fixed time r(d) from their time of

entry into the proliferative state. However, cells entering G0 may exit randomly

Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of pluri-
potential stem cell population. Stem cells are

�Nlt) located in either a proliferating phase or a true

I � resting (G0) phase. Cells travel through the
I . TRUE ‘ RESTING proliferating phase as if in a “pipeline” in a
T PROLIFERATING PHASE time r(d), and it is assumed that all cells
I PHASE completing mitosis reenter G0. There is a flux
L1_ �__ G0 fiN (cells/kg/day) of cells from the resting to

� proliferating phase. The flux oN (cells/kg/day)
� YP(t) represents the total differentiation out of G0
I 8N(t) into all hematopoietic lines, and the flux ‘yP
, (cells/kg/day) represents the irreversible and

� due to � pathologic loss of cells from proliferation. See
proliferation all haematopoiehc tines text for further details.
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tEquation (2. 1), for example, is to be found in Appendix 2.

Fig. 2. Form of the mitotic regulatory func-
tion. Rate fi of G0 cellular reentry into pro-

liferation, in units of the maximal rate �
shown as a function of G0 cellular population
numbers N, in units of 0 [the G0 population
at which �(N) is equal to 4�f�). See text and
Appendix 1 for further details.

to either reenter proliferation at a rate �3(d ‘ ) or to be irreversibly lost via differ-

entiation into the hematopoietic lines at a rate #{244}(d). Although proliferating

cells in the model may be irreversibly lost at a rate ‘y(d’) from any phase of

the cell cycle, here a “normal” stem cell population will, by definition, be char-

acterized by ‘y = 0. Assume throughout that ‘y, t5, and r are constant with re-

spect to time and cell population numbers.

Control mechanisms within stem cell populations are not well understood,

although there exists strong evidence for potent short-range mechanisms (as

opposed to long-range circulating regulators) acting to limit stem cell num-

bers.’7’2528 Without specifying the exact nature of control, assume that the

PPSC population is capable of recognizing the number of G0 phase cells and

changing the mitotic reentry rate (3 in response to changes in N (see Appendix 1).

Specifically, when the G0 population is small /3 approaches a maximum, and

when N increases (3 decreases as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 the parameter f30(d �)
is the maximal rate of cellular entry into proliferation, and 0 (cells/kg) is the

number ofG0 cells at which f� has its maximum rate ofchange with respect to N.

The maximum slope of the /� versus N relationship, which occurs at N = 0, is

-nf30/40, where n is a dimensionless number.

As outlined in Appendix 2, the stem cell model of Fig. 1 has steady-state

proliferating and resting cellular populations P� and N* (cells/kg). The time-

dependent behavior of the populations P(t) and N(t) falls into one of two broad

classes that are of importance for understanding aplastic anemia and periodic

hematopoiesis. Thus from numerical and analytical studies (see Appendix 2)

the PPSC populations will either (1) approach the steady-state populations P�

and N* [given by Eqs. (2.1)t] in a smooth or damped oscillatory fashion, or (2)

oscillate in a stable fashion around the steady-state population values P� and

N*. The oscillation may be either peroidic or aperiodic, depending on the

choice of parameters.

Although the parameter 0 is involved in determining the magnitude of the

steady-state populations, it plays no role in determining which of these two

behaviors the stem cell population will exhibit. That behavior is completely

determined by the values ofthe kinetic parameters ‘y, 5, $� r, and n. Generally

speaking, if all five of these parameters are such that the populations approach

a steady state, then an increase in any one of the parameters with the other four
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held constant may lead to the appearance ofoscillations. Even in the case where

“y = 0, increases in #{246},(1�, r, and/or n may lead to a transition between these

two behaviors.

The notion that control systems with a time delay may become unstable and

start to oscillate is one familiar to control engineers. A simple example of this

phenomenon is available in the mundane workings of a home heating unit. If

the delay is too long between times when changes in temperature are made and

when they are sensed, the temperature may start to oscillate around the set

point (roughly analogous to 0). Likewise, if the thermostat is too sensitive (fl0
or n too large), the temperature may begin to overshoot and undershoot the

desired value. Finally, if heat loss from the house (loosely analogous to 3) or

from the furnace (‘y) is too great, oscillatory excursions about the desired tem-

perature may ensue.

The determination of values for the set of parameters ‘y, t5, r, � n, and 0 is

difficult because of their number and the lack of any large body of data related

to stem cell physiology and pathophysiology. A detailed treatment of the

parameter determination is given in Appendix 3.

Normally, -y = 0, although a number of agents may cause the death of pro-

liferating-phase stem cells.29 To determine #{244}and r, assume that30’3’ (I) the

proliferating fraction F� of the stem cell population is at most 0.10 and (2) the

total stem cell population is 5 x lO’#{176}cells/70 kg. These two assumptions allow

unique values of r5 and r to be calculated for any value of the steady-state flux of

cells, M* = 5N* (cells/kg/day), into the differentiated hematopoietic lines

(myeloid, erythroid, and thrombocytic). Using these values for #{244}and r, and

further assuming that (3) the doubling time t� for the stem cell population is

24 hr when the population undergoes exponential growth,32 allows a unique

value for � to be calculated. The variation in #{244},r, and � with M � is shown in

Fig. 3 for a range ofdifferentiation fluxes.

There are few data on which to base a choice for n, which controls the sen-

sitivity of the mitotic reentry rate (Fig. 2) to changes in the size of the G0 phase.

If the interpretation offered in Appendix I for the form of /3 is correct, it would

be expected that n would be small (on the order of 5 or less). The response to

one mitotic regulator, granulocytic chalone derived from rat granulocytes,33 is

described by the form for /3 adopted here [Eq. (1.3)], with n = 3.15 (coetlicient

ofconcordance r2 = 0.99), lending further support to the notion that n is not

Fig. 3. PPSC parameter
values. Variation h in the rate
of cellular differentiation out

of G0, cell cycle time r, and
maximal rate 0o of G0 cell

movement into proliferation as
a function of flux M* of cells
into differentiated hemato-

poietic cell lines. iS directly pro-
portional to M*; T is in-

versely proportional to M �.

00 determined as a function of
a and r. See text and Ap-
pendix 3 for details.
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large. In point of fact, n is determined in this study by the peculiar dynamics of

periodic hematopoiesis in man and dogs.

Once a value is assumed for n, the final parameter 0 may be calculated with

the previously determined values of � and #{244}in conjunction with the estimate

for N* and Eqs. (2.1).

ORIGIN OF APLASTIC ANEMIA AND PERIODIC HEMATOPOIESIS

In examining this pluripotential stem cell model with respect to the origins of

aplastic anemia and periodic hematopoiesis, I conclude that they may both

have a common origin. More specifically, they may both be encountered as a

single dynamic parameter within the stem cell population is changed.

Evidence has been recently reviewed22 that tends to support the hypothesis

that the PPSC in aplastic anemia is abnormal with respect to proliferative func-

tion. This concept is supported by the observation that the administration of a

single large dose of busulfan in mice results in a permanent transformation in

the proliferative capacity of marrow stem cells, manifested by mild to severe

marrow hypoplasia and pancytopenia.34

Insight into the origin of periodic hematopoiesis is afforded by examining

the effects of continuous cyclophosphamide and busulfan administration in

normal dogs.35’36 Usually there is a simple progressive pancytopenia that be-

comes more severe with higher drug doses. However, in some animals this

pattern is altered to one in which low drug levels give simple pancytopenia,

higher levels result in cyclic neutropenia (with a period of 1 1- 17 days), and even

higher dosages abolish the cyclic neutropenia, leaving the dogs severely pan-

cytopenic. The onset of cyclic neutropenia, when it occurs, is at a circulating

neutrophil level of one-half to one-third normal. Furthermore, the appearance

of cycling granulocyte levels in a number of patients undergoing continuous

hydroxyurea therapy,37 and in one patient receiving cyclophosphamide,38 has

been noted.

Cyclophosphamide and busulfan are alkylating agents, while hydroxyurea is

an antimetabolite.29 Hydroxyurea is known to selectively kill proliferating

pluripotential stem cells during DNA synthesis.27’39 Likewise, cyclophospha-

mide kills stem cells,25 and within the context of this study I interpret the mode

of action of all these agents to be one resulting in -y � 0. If ‘y is not zero in the

stem cell population, then it can be shown that the total steady-state PPSC

population P� + N* continuously decreases in size as the rate of irreversible

cell loss from proliferation increases. The steady state flux of cells, M*

(cells/kg/day), out of G0 into all of the hematopoietic lines will also decrease,

resulting in pancytopenia.

Figure 4 deals with the implication of killing proliferating-phase stem cells

in a previously normal PPSC population; therein is plotted the predicted

steady-state cellular flux into the differentiated hematopoietic lines, M*, as a

function of the rate of irreversible cell loss from proliferation. I have assumed

n = 3 and selected parameters corresponding to a normal differentiation flux

for man of 1.05 x lO� cells/kg/day when ‘y = 0. As may be seen in this ex-

ample, the total PPSC population numbers decrease with increasing -y, as does

the total flux into the differentiated hematopoietic lines. Also, with increasing
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Fig. 4. Development of
pancytopenia with increasing
proliferative cellular loss from

normal PPSC. Total stem cell

�: .� population P� + N* and flux
2 “ out of the PPSC into the differ-
‘;;; � entiated hematopoietic series,

� q’0 M � decrease as the rate of
; LL�- cellular loss from proliferation,

�9 c _‘,‘, increases. Proliferating

#{149}:�#{149}‘ fraction F,, of the PPSC in-
� creases as ‘y increases, as does

the exponential doubling time
‘0� Parameter values: n = 3,
t5 = 0.16/day, fib = 1.43/day,
T = 0.68days,andO = 3.22x
10$ cells/kg. At ‘y = 0, P =

0.71 x lOand N = 6.43 x
108 cells/kg, and M*

1 .05 x 1 0 cells/kg/day.

‘y the proliferating fraction F’� continuously increases, as does the doubling

time ‘D during exponential growth. Thus increasing the rate at which the PPSC

loses cells from proliferation results in a generalized pancytopenia and, pre-

sumably, a marrow hypocellularity.

Figure 5 indicates that for an initial (‘y = 0) M* less than the mean for man,

the lower the initial M*,the more profound will be the pancytopenia developed

as ‘y increases. For an initial M* less than 3.86 x lO� cells/kg/day, an abrupt

change in the behavior of the stem cell population becomes apparent as y is

increased. Thus for an initial M* of 3.81 x lO� cells/kg/day a progressive

increase of -y leads to a progressive decrease in Me. Based on the analysis of

V
DC

.�

U)

a,
Fig. 5. Variation in cellular flux �.

into differentiated lines as a function �
of the irreversible rate of loss, y, of

cells from proliferation for man. All �
parameters as in Fig. 3 (with n = 3 to
reproduce the properties of aplastic
an#{149}mia and periodic hematopoiesis
In man) . Dashed lines, boundaries
within which stable periodic hema-
topoiesis is pr.dicted; numbers along
dashed lines, period (in days) of oscil-
lation. S.. text for further details.
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Fig. 6. Simulated population numbers of the G0-phase (dashed line) and proliferating-phase
(solid line) stem cells over a 100-day period, for four different values of ‘y, in man. Initial
population numbers (P0 = 0.71 x 1 0 and N0 = 6.43 x 1 0 cells/kg) correspond to the stable stem
cell population when ‘y = 0. Parameters used in the simulation: t� = 0.05/day, $� = � .77/day,
T = 2.22 days, 0 = 1 .98 x 10 cells/kg, and n = 3. See text for discussion.

Appendix 2, it is predicted that when ‘y = 0.30/day M* will no longer be

depressed and constant but will start to oscillate with a period of 16.5 days, the

onset of periodic hematopoiesis. Progressive increases in ‘y beyond this value

lead to a progressive increase and then decrease in the amplitude of this oscilla-

tion, accompanied by an increase in the period, until at about -y = 0.33/day

(with a period of 19 days) the periodic hematopoiesis ceases and a steady pan-

cytopenia reappears.

Figure 6 shows a sequence of computed PPSC population numbers as a func-

tion of time, assuming an initial M* of 3.22 x 10� cells/kg/day and all other

parameters corresponding to this M* as given in Fig. 3. The solutions shown

in Fig. 6 start from the normal steady-state values for N* and �* and show the

expected changes over a 100-day interval if, at I = 0, ‘y is suddenly changed

from �y = 0 to the value indicated in each panel. The sequence of events is as

follows: (1) For values of ‘y < 0.24/day there is a simple depression in P� and

N* below their normal steady-state values and thus a decrease in M*; (2) For

values of”y in the range in which periodic hematopoiesis is predicted (see Fig. 5;

0.24 � ‘y � 0.29/day), the G0 cellular population numbers oscillate, initially

with a period of approximately 19 days, which lengthens to 25 days for ‘y near

� 0.29/day; (3) For �y > 0.29/day the G0 population numbers are even more

depressed but constant.

The stem cell population dynamics displayed in Figures 4 through 6 ade-

quately duplicate the qualitative and quantitative properties of aplastic anemia

and periodic hematopoiesis in humans.

The same qualitative sequence of behaviors shown in Figs. 4-6 is found for

higher values of the parameter n. The quantitative differences in this pattern

as n is increased are twofold: the larger the value of n, the larger the initial flux

into differentiation at which the periodic hematopoiesis will initially be found,

and the larger the value of n, the shorter the period of the oscillation. With

these points in mind, it is clear that an explanation of the patterns of periodic
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Fig. 7. Variation in the cellu-
br differentiation flux in dogs as
a function of the irreversible rate
of loss of stem cells, ‘y, from pro-

liferation; n = 4. See Fig. 5 and

text for further details.

hematopoiesis in grey collies, and the results of continuous administration of

cyclophosphamide and busulfan, will require a value ofn greater than for man.

These points are illustrated in Fig. 7 for n = 4. As indicated, the transition

from simple pancytopenia to periodic hematopoiesis requires an initial M* of

6.56 x l0� cells/kg/day. The period of the periodic hematopoiesis, when it

occurs, is about 9 days. Progressive decreases in the initial M* lead to progres-

sive increases in the period ofthe oscillation.

Fig. 8 shows, for n = 4 and an initial M* 5.19 x l0� cells/kg/day, the

sequence of behaviors encountered as ‘y is increased. The analysis of Appendix 2
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indicates that mild aplastic anemia should result for all values of �y < 0.31/day,

that periodic hematopoiesis (with an initial period of 10.4 days) will be present

for 0.31 � ‘.y < 0.44/day, and that severe hypocellularity and pancytopenia

will appear for ‘y > 0.44/day.

DISCUSSION AND PREDICTIONS

Since the populations ofthe stem cell model are capable of sustained oscilla-

tions when ‘y = 0, the most parsimonious assumption would be that aplastic

anemia and periodic hematopoiesis are due to the alteration of one of the

parameters 0, f3�, & n, or r. An analysis of the effects of changes in these param-

eters on the flux of cells out of G0 reveals that it is only by an increase in n that

pancytopenia and marrow hypoplasia followed by the appearance of periodic

hematopoiesis, as observed in cyclophosphamide-treated dogs,35’36 can be ef-

fected. It is common in aplastic anemia to find a pancytopenia of 50#{176}�,or

more.2’ A simple calculation indicates that within the estimated range of normal

parameters n would have to be increased from a normal value of 3 to about I 2

for man, or from a value of4 to about 125 for dogs, in order to account for this

reduction. This notion seems untenable on several grounds, not the least of

which is that the analysis of Appendix 2 indicates that periodic hematopoiesis

will occur long before any detectable pancytopenia occurs.

Thus in examining AA and PH, attention is sharply focused on the prolifera-

tive loss rate ‘y from the PPSC. The analysis in Appendix 2 ofthe PPSC popula-

tion dynamics and the results of that analysis displayed in Figs. 38 indicate

that increasing the proliferative loss rate will have one of two effects: (I) a de-

crease in the total PPSC population numbers, accompanied by a generalized

and steady pancytopenia, or (2) a reduction in the PPSC and steady pancyto-

penia for low values of -y, PH for higher values of -y, and severe but steady pan-

cytopenia for even larger -y. Therefore the prolonged marrow hypocellularity

and pancytopenia associated with idiopathic AA, or AA due to chemotherapy

or radiotherapy, is adequately accounted for by this model for the PPSC. Like-

wise, the dynamics of idiopathic PH and the pattern of induction of PH with

cytocidal drugs are encompassed by a unified explanation.

Thus a sufficient explanation for the origin of aplastic anemia and periodic

hematopoiesis is that they are both due to irreversible cellular loss from the

proliferating pluripotential stem cell compartment.

In addition to offering estimates for the parameters characterizing the pro-

duction and control of pluripotential stem cells, this hypothesis offers a satisfy-

ing explanation for two observations: (1) Spontaneous periodic hematopoiesis

in man and dogs is rarely observed. This finding is a consequence of the fact

that in the model PH is encountered only in subjects who initially (�y = 0) have

an M* far below the average value. (2) Spontaneous periodic hematopoiesis in

man and dogs, when it occurs, displays a periodicity equal to or greater than

about 17 and 9 days, respectively. In the model, this observation serves to place

some constraints on the values of the parameter n.

With respect to pancytopenia and marrow hypoplasia the hypothesis offers

the following quantitative predictions: (1) If it is desired to induce PH, then

subjects with an initially low M* will have a much higher probability of de-
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veloping PH. The threshold M* for the induction of PH should be on the

order of 3.7 x i0� cells/kg/day in man and 6.6 x l0� cells/kg/day for mongrel

dogs. (2) In man and dogs treated with cycle-active agents PH is not expected

to occur until M � has been depressed to about 30% and 40#{176}/aof its mean values,

respectively. Note, however, that this is a sufficient but not necessary require-

ment for the development of PH.35’36

Finally, the hypothesis predicts that the pluripotential stem cell population

in aplastic anemia and periodic hematopoiesis will be characterized by an

elevated proliferating fraction F� and by an elevated doubling time 1D during

exponential growth.
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APPENDIX 1. MODEL EQUATIONS

In this appendix the equations describing the dynamics of the populations of proliferating- and

G0-phase stem cells are given without derivation, along with heuristic arguments for their struc-

ture. The derivation of the equations rests on a time-age formulation�� and utilizes techniques

illustrated elsewhere.41 The parameters and functions appearing in the equations are defined

below and discussed in the section entitled The Model.

Symbols

P(t), density (cells/kg) of proliferating phase stem cells as a function of time (days).

N(t), resting-phase (G0) stem cell population density (cells/kg) as a function of time (days).

PS, steady-state proliferating-phase stem cell density (cells/kg).

N5, steady-state G0-phase stem cell density (cells/kg).

T, cell cycle time, or time spent by a cell in the proliferating phase (days).

‘�M ‘ rate (days ‘ ) of differentiation out of the G0 phase of the PPSC into the myeloid series.
Subscript E or T denotes the analogous rates into the erythroid and thrombocyte series, re-

spectively.

15, total rate (days � ) of differentiation out of the G0 phase stem cell compartment into all of the

hematopoietic lines. #{244}= #{212}M+ #{212}E+ #{244}�.

M5, total steady-state differentiation cellular flux (cells/kg/day) from the G0 phase of the

PPSC into all ofthe hematopoietic lines. M* oNe.

“y, rate (days � ) of irreversible cell loss from all portions of the proliferating-phase stem cell

population.

�9, mitotic reentry rate (days � ) or rate of cell movement from G0 into proliferation.

�o, maximal rate (days � ) of cellular movement from G0 into proliferation.
0, the G0 stem cell population (cells/kg) at which the rate of cell movement from G0 into pro-

liferation is one-half of its maximal value (i90).

n, dimensionless number characterizing the sensitivity of the mitotic reentry rate � to changes in

the size of G0.

Model Equations

The equation for the population N(t) of resting G0 phase cells is

�=-ON-�(N)N+21�(NT)NTe”�, T<1, (1.1)
dt

where NT N(t - r). Equation (1.1) equates the total rate ofchange ofN(t) with the sum of three

terms. The first term on the right-hand side of (1.1) accounts for irreversible loss from the G0 pop-

ulation due to differentiation; the second corrects for cell loss due to the movement of cells into

proliferation; and the last term represents a cellular gain due to the movement of proliferating
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cells into G0 one generation time ago; the factor of 2 accounts for mitosis, and e��T corrects for the

probability ofcellular loss from the proliferating population.

The dynamics ofthe population P(t) ofcells in proliferation is described by

dP -1

- = -‘yP + �(N)N - $(NT)NTe “ , 7 < t. (1.2)

As before, the first term on the right-hand side of (I .2) is an irreversible-loss term, the second

represents cellular entry from the G0 phase, and the last accounts for the flux of cells from the

proliferating to the nonproliferating phase one generation time previously.

The specific functional form chosen for fi(N) is

�(N) = floO�/(O� + Na), (1.3)

where fib (days � ) 0 (cells/kg), and n are parameters. The qualitative predictions of this model

are independent of the form fi takes as long as (I) fi(N) is a smoothly decreasing function of

increasing N, (2) � has a finite maximum (e.g., no). and (3) � has an adjustable inflection point

(e.g., 0) and adjustable slope (e.g., -n$0/40).

The form for fi(N ) can be argued for as follows: Suppose each cell contains a receptor for a

mitotic regulatory molecule.42 When the receptor is in the uncombined form it is active in the

sense that mitosis proceeds in a regular fashion, but when combined it is inactive or capable of

preventing mitosis. Assume the following: (1) the reaction between receptor and regulator molecule

proceeds according to M + nC � L. where M and L denote the active and inactive forms of the

receptor and C is the regulatory molecule; (2) the equilibrium constant for the reaction is K, so
that (M) 1c]� = K[L), where brackets denote a concentration; and (3) there are a fixed number

of receptors [TJ per cell, [TJ = EM] + (LI. Then the fraction of active receptors [MJ/(TJ, will be

given by K/(K + [C]”). Assuming the number of regulatory molecules to be directly proportional

to the number of G0-phase cells, [C) = dN, and the maximal rate of entry into the cell cycle to be

�o thus gives the form for � as shown in Eq. (I .3), where 0 � aK i/n
With this choice for the control function fi, the model is completely specified, and Eqs. (II)

and ( I .2) become, respectively,

dN f300”N 2$0O5N�
-=-ON- + e , r<t, (1.4)
di O�+N� O�+N5

dP t900”N $OO”NT-=-‘yP+ - e�”, r<t. (1.5)
di O�+N� O�+N�

APPENDIX 2. PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

Equations ( I .4) and (1 .5) have two sets of steady-state solutions P� and N5 at which dP/dt =

dN/dt = 0. The first is P� N* 0, and the second is

N5 O[(flo/OX2e�T - 1) - I) i/n p* N(O/’y)(l - e”�VT)/(2e’VT 1). (2.1)

Pa and NC will be greater than zero only if

0 < -yr < In [2��/($� + 0)1 < In 2. (2.2)

In the “normal” state there is no loss of cells from proliferation (‘y = 0). From (2.2) the limiting

steady-state cellular populations in this case become

N’ = 0(8o/6 - 1)i/n PC = OrN*, (2.3)

while the condition (2.2) becomes (fio/0) > I.

The behavior of the model under mitotic regulatory control is not presently amenable to analytic

description. What is possible is a discussion of the behavior near the steady-state cellular popu-

lations. Take the linear portion of (1.4) near any equilibrium point N*, with N(t) = z(t) + N5,

I z(t)/N5 I << 1, to give the linear differential delay equation

� + Az(t) + Bz(t - i.) = 0, (2.4)
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where A = 0 + fi0F(N5, n), B = -2/30F(N5, n)e”T, and

o� + (I -

F(N5,�)=O�
[gfl � (N*yt]2

Assume that (2.4) has a solution of the form e�, A = �i +jt�.,,j2 = - I, and substitute into (2.4) to

give

A + A + Be�1’� � (2.5)

Equate the real and imaginary portions of(2.5) to find

wr < cos’(-A/B), (2.6)

where w2 B2 - A2, I A/B I < I, is a necessary and sufficient condition for �z < 0. Equation (2.6)

gives the requirement that the stem cell parameters must satisfy in order that small changes z(t)

away from the steady state N5 will die out. When �t = 0,

wr = cos’(-A/B), (2.7)

and periodic solutions, of period T = 2T/w, appear.

At the first steady state, P5 = N5 = 0, F = I and conditions for very small proliferating

and resting cellular populations to approach zero may be obtained. However, numerical solutions

to (I .4) and ( I .5) indicate that the cellular populations will never be zero unless they are zero

initially.

At the nonzero steady state defined by (2.1), F is a complicated function. Generally speaking,

an increase in any one ofthe five parameters -y, 0, �, n, or r with the other four held constant may

lead to the loss of stability at a steady state and the appearance of oscillatory cellular populations.

For large deviations away from the steady state, as well as for values of the parameters that do

not satisfy (2.6), the behavior of the populations cannot be predicted from this analysis. To in-

vestigate further the properties of the model under these conditions, numerical solutions to (1.4)

and ( I .5) were computed using a predictor-corrector integration scheme with an integration step

size ofO.Ol. Further decreases in the step size led to no changes in behavior.

Briefly, the results of approximately 360 computed solutions to ( I .4) and ( I .5) with a range of

parameters and initial conditions indicate that (I) for ‘y, 5, flu, n, and r that satisfy (2.6), the cellu-

lar populations always approach the steady states defined by (2. 1 ); (2) Eq. (2.7) accurately predicts

the onset ofstable periodic variations in P(t) and N(z) (the period of the oscillation is accurately

given by T = 2�/w, where w2 B2 - A2 and A and B are defined above); and (3) for values of the

parameterssuch that wr > cos’(-A/B), periodic solutions of a complex nature and aperiodic

solutions may occur.

The nature of these complicated bifurcations in the dynamics of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) will be

considered elsewhere.

APPENDIX 3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The estimation of parameter values is made difficult by the lack of any body of common data on

normal and abnormal stem cell properties. There are a number of parameters and thus many ways

of arriving at estimates for them based on the existing data. The following assumptions have been

made:
(I) In the normal state there is no irreversible cell loss from the proliferating phase (‘y = 0).

Note, however, that a number of pathologic situations may be characterized by loss from prolifera-

tion.29

(2) In the normal state the stem cell population is at a stable steady state defined by Eqs. (2.3).

With these two assumptions the expression for the proliferating fraction, F1, = P*/(P* + N5),

becomes F,, = Or/(l + Or). Using triatiated thymidine (3H-dt) suicide technique data on normal

steady-state adult mouse marrow and spleen,3#{176} F,, is at most 0.10, from which Or = 4 = 0.11.

The rate of differentiation into the hematopoietic cells lines, 0, is made up of three compo-

nents: 0M’ the rate ofdifferentiation into the myeloid series; 0E’ the rate into the erythroid series;

and O�r, the rate into the thrombocyte series. To determine these individual contributions to 0,

proceed as follows:
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The granulocyte turnover rate (GTR) has been measured in man43 � and dogs,6’46’47 using

initially [32P] diisopropylphosphofluoridate (DF32P) and more recently 3H-dt. The results ob-

tamed by the two methods are discrepant by a factor of approximately 0.5, and there is strong

evidence that the 3H-dt estimates of GTR are more accurate.45’47 Assuming this to be the case, I

have adopted the mean GTR estimates based on � H-dt measurements: 0.87 x l0� cells/kg/day for

man, I .65 x l0� cells/kg/day for mongrel dogs. If there is no significant cell loss from the matur-

ing nonproliferating granulocyte precursor compartments45’47 and from the proliferating com-

partments, then the steady-state GTR must be equal to the cellular flux into the myeloblast

compartment (OMN5) times the amplification in cell numbers due to proliferation in the myelo-

blast, promyelocyte, and myelocyte states (2w): GTR = 2m(OMN’) cells/kg/day. Summarized

data41 on the relative frequencies of proliferating granulocyte precursor cells give m values rang-

ing from 2.6 to 5.6, and I have adopted a value ofm = 4.

The total PPSC compartment for a 70-kg human has been estimated at S x lOb cells, or P5 +

N5 = 7.14 x 108 cells/kg.3’ With a proliferating fraction of0.l0, this gives P5 = 0.71 x l0� and

N5 = 6.43 x l0� cells/kg, in agreement with a previously determined43 lower bound on N5 of5 x

lO� cells/kg.
With these considerations in mind, 0M �5 given by t5M = GTR x 9.72 x l0 ‘ ‘ (day ‘ ), where the

GTR is given in units of cells/kg/day, to predict normal values ofOM for humans of 0.09/day and

0.16/day for dogs.

To obtain an estimate for O�, note that there are on the order of 5 x l0� nucleated red blood

cells in the marrow.48 The transit time through this compartment is about 180 hr,49 and it is esti-

mated that there are about four mitoses in the nucleated red blood cells,50 so the cellular effiux

from the normoblast compartment is 240FN’, and the influx into that compartment from the

PPSC is 0E”5 Thus in a steady-state situation in man 0E is about 0.07/day. It is not known if

the elevated GTR in dogs is reflected in an elevated erythrocyte production rate relative to man.

However, I assume here that it is and take O� = 0.07/day for normal humans and O� = 0.07 x

(1.65/0.87) = 0.13/day for mongrel dogs.

The rate 0T of differentiation into the thrombocyte line is derived from the observation that the

megakaryocyte compartment in man is about 6. I x 106 cells/kg,51’52 and that the mean time spent

in the megakaryocyte compartment is approximately 2.5 days.53 Thus the megakaryocyte produc-

tion rate is (6.1/2.5) x 106 2.44 x 106 cells/kg/day. This must be equal to OTN5, and thus in

man O,� = 3.81 x 103/day. As before, a value for dogs is derived from the human value: O� =

7.23 x l03/day.

These estimates predict a total rate of loss from G0 into the differentiated hematopoietic lines of

15 = 0.164/day for normal humans and 0.297/day for normal dogs. Thus the total average cellular

flux for each is M5 = 1.05 x lO� and 1.91 x l0� cells/kg/day, respectively.

Having obtained 0, the cell cycle time r can be estimated directly from Or = i� (see Fig. 3). Inde-

pendent measures for 6 and r do not exist in the literature. However, other workers have esti-

mated the cell cycle time at between 12 and 36 hr.54 � The values for r corresponding to the

calculated mean flux into differentiation for both man and dogs are in agreement with the estimates

of these other workers.

The stability analysis of Appendix 2 indicates that if N and P are started near the nonzero

steady states [Eqs. (2.1)] they will always return to N5 and P� when (2.6) is satisfied. For small

initial values N0 and P0. (N0/N5) �< I and (P0/P5) �< 1, the solutions will also ultimately ap-

proach N5 and P’. Computer solutions show that the growth characteristics ofthe stem cell popu-

lations under these conditions are typified by a period ofexponential growth followed by a gradual

slowing in the growth rate as the steady state is approached. These are the same growth properties

noted in splenic colonies arising from the injection of marrow cells into irradiated recipients.32

From these observations, a simple analysis for deriving estimates for � from the exponential

doubling time is possible.

For small values of N, N �< 0, the nonlinear equations ( I .4) and ( I .5) may be approximated

(see Appendix 2) by the pair of linear time-delay differential equations

��_=_(O+f�o)N+2/loe’tlN1, r>t, (3.1)

� = -‘yP + �0N - #{216}0e�TN1, r < t. (3.2)
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In keeping with observations from computer simulations, I assume N(t) to grow exponentially,

N(i) = N0e1#{176},where A is the growth rate. Thus Eq. (3.1) reduces to

A + 0 � � 0.

With N(t) = N0e3”, Eq. (3.2) becomes a linear differential equation whose solution is

P(i) = P0e7’ + (N0fi0/A)(e�#{176} l)(l

(3.3)

(3.4)

The doubling time for the cell population is defined as the time it takes P + N to become twice

its initial value, or

P(z0) + N(:D) = 2(P0 + N0).

Set z = 1D in N(t) = N0e’�#{176}and Eq. (3.4) and substitute the results into (3.5) to give

F�(2 - eTID) (1 - F�)Ie�”1) � (80/A)(e�”D _l)(1 - e�t�”)T) 2],

where I have made use of the relation

P�(l - F,,) = N0F�.

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

Equation (3.7) is a transcendental equation involving flu, ‘i, 1D’ F,1,, r, and A. If values for g�, F�,

‘y, and r are available, then (3.6) contains only two unknowns, � and A. Rewrite (3.3) as

so = (� + O)/(2e� � A)r 1) (3.8)

and substitute the result into (3.6) to obtain a transcendental equation in A alone, with 0 known,

that may be numerically solved. Having once obtained a value for A by this procedure, fl,� is di-

rectly available from Eq. (3.8).
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